THE HOLY OF HOLIES

TRUE GEOMETRIC LOCATION AT THE DOME OF THE TABLETS
If the Kerry Peace Initiative that is to formulate at some point in time will formalize the relationship between the Palestinians and the State of Israel, then the mutual recognition of the 2-State
‘solution’ to the Muslim-Jewish Conflict might well stipulate that part of the agreement will be to allow for the rebuilding of the Temple of GOD. Based on sacred geometry and ley-lines, the
Dome of the Rock does not need to be dismantled or altered in any form. The real location of the Holy of Holies is pinpointed by this illustration as being at the place of the Dome of the
Tablets or Spirits. This chart illustrates that mathematically, the Temple Mount Platform is in an approximation to the phi ratio proportions from the Dome of the Tablets (Spirits), to the Dome
of the Rock, to the Al Aqsa start of the building. Moreover, the Temple Mount Platform 3 main structures mirrors the actual 3 articles contained within the Ark of the Covenant Moses was
instructed by the LORD GOD YHWH to contain the copy of the 10 Commandments or ‘tablets’, the jar of Mana, and the staff of Aaron that budded. If a comparison to each is made, all the 3
items correlate to the 3 structures as the illustration will show. If indeed the Holy of Holies corresponds to the Dome of the Tables (Spirits) there will be enough room to accommodate the
3rd Temple that might be part of the final and formal mutual recognition of the Palestinian and Israeli States. The year 2014 is the 66th anniversary of Israel’s independence.

DOME OF TABLETS (SPIRITS)
It is rather interesting that the Dome of
the Tablets could very well correlate to
the Holy of Holies as this specific place
contained the Ark of the Covenant that
in turn contained the Tablets of the
Law of YHWH. The Shekhinah Glory
that was above the Mercy Seat
transcended space and time at this
place on Earth. The dimensions of the
Heavenly to the Earthy were beheld
here.

TEMPLE MOUNT PLATFORM
OVERLAY WITH PHI RATIO PROPORTIONS
EARTHLY TEMPLE LOCATION
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The dimensions of the Ark of the Covenant approximates the dimensions of the Temple
Mount Platform with an overlay of the phi ratio spiral. When the phi ratio spiral is overlaid,
the center point directly correlates to the Dome of the Spirit or also known as the Dome of
the Tablets, alluding to the Tablets of Moses, the 10 Commandments. If this typology is
consistent, then the 3 main articles contained within the Ark of the Covenant, directly
relate to the 3 main structures on the Platform.

DOME OF
ROCK
DOME OF ‘Tablets’ (SPIRITS)

The Dome of the Tablets correspond
to the 10 Commandments. The Jar of
Manna to the Dome of the Rock. The
Foundation Stone is round like hat of
the Manna and the Dome itself is like
a ‘jar’. The Staff or Aaron to the ORION 3 star alignment.
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ָארֹון ַהב ְִּרית
(ARK OF THE COVENANT)
TOP VIEW
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Although the exact and correct location of the prior Temples of Solomon
and Herod are in general dispute, those that seek the New World Order
and those ‘Masons’ that seek to build a Temple to their ‘Prince’, the
Luciferians know exactly where the 3rd Temple is to be built. No amount
of Muslim protest will prevent ‘time’ and sacred geometry from fulfilling
the prophetic time-clock of the Temple Mount. The 3rd Temple will be
built, with or without Islamic protest. Realize that the Jerusalem Waqf
only has deferred legitimacy given by the Prime Minister of Israel. Israel
has total sovereignty over the entire Temple Mount
since the 1967 Six-Day War.

THE ARK OF THE COVENANT
Conceptual arrangement by Ron Wyatt

52×31×31 inches
THUS SAITH YHWH,
‘The Heaven is my Throne, and the Earth is my
footstool: where is the House that ye build
unto me? and where is the place of My Rest?’

GOLDEN RATIO
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT

MESSIAH - JESUS A TYPE OF THE ARK
1) TABLETS = LAW (DEATH)
‘Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the
Prophets; I have not come to abolish them but to fulfill
them.’ - Matthew 5:17

‘In mathematics, two quantities are in
the golden ratio if their ratio is the
same as the ratio of their sum to the
larger of the two quantities. The
figure on the right illustrates the
geometric relationship.’

2) MANNA = BREAD (LIFE)
‘I am the Bread of Life; whoever comes to Me shall not
hunger, and whoever believes in Me shall never thirst.’
- John 6:35
3) STAFF = RESURRECTION (LIFE)
‘I am the Resurrection, and the Life: he that believeth in
Me, though he were dead, yet shall he live’ …
- John 11:25
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HOUSE OF YHWH
House of Prayer for All Nations - Isaiah 56:7
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